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Everybody of us has a clock that is entrained on a daily basis

Golombek DA et al. Physiological Reviews 2010



So what is our circadian clock?

How does it look like?



Discovery of the first clock mutation (period) in fruit flies

Constant 

darkness

Ronald  Konopka (1947-2015)

Seymour Benzer (1921-2007)



Genes are converted into proteins



Period RNA expression in Drosophila heads

Jeffrey Hall Michael Rosbach Michael Young



Period RNA and protein expression in Drosophila heads



How does the clock tick?



The clock machinery in mammals



The circadian rhythm and body functions



Disruptions in circadian rhythms: Shiftwork and Jetlag

Shiftwork is associated with higher risk 

to develop certain cancers (classified as 

probably carcinogenic to humans)



Blue light at night disrupts the circadian rhythm 

The use of blue light blocking glasses at night

reduces the effect of blue light and can improve

sleep problems and mood disorders.



Blue LED light at night disrupts the circadian rhythm

The plan of the Dunedin City Council

is to replace all high pressure sodium

lights with LED lamps.

• The effect on human health?

unknown



Blue light at night disrupts the circadian rhythm 

The use of blue light blocking glasses at night

reduces the effect of blue light and can improve

sleep problems and mood disorders.



Blue LED light at night disrupts circadian rhytm

The plan of the Dunedin City Council

is to replace all high pressure sodium

lights with LED lamps.

• The effect on human health?

unknown



Social jetlag: the discrepancy between

internal and external time



Social jetlag: the discrepancy between

internal and external time



Social jetlag increases risk of obesity 

and metabolic syndrome





Widespread problem: only 13% of the 

population do not suffer from social 

jetlag

Social jetlag: the discrepancy between

internal and external time



Sleep Duration and Age



Sleep Duration and Age



Shift work as another example of social jetlag

Activity profile and worktimes of a shift-worker

ca. 15-20% of the 

working population

are shift workers!



Sleep Times and Work Times of a shift-worker

Shift-work disrupts the circadian rhythm and leads to irregular and shorter sleep

• This has enormous consequences for human health

• Higher risk for cardiovascular diseases, obesity and cancer 



Who did win the nobel price?

Jeffrey Hall Michael Rosbach Michael Young

Joseph Takahashi


